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Randomized Discontinuation Design

Allows to test a treatment in a susceptible subpopulation.

Time T = 0: All patients allocated to treatment

Time T1: Stable disease (tumor size x ≤ λ)?

I NO: −→ stop
I YES: randomize to

I treatment
I control

Time T2: record tumor size
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I Randomized discontinuation design:

I All patients in stage 1 are assigned to treatment.
I Selected (randomized) patients are more likely to benefit from

the treatment.
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Motivation:

I heterogenuous patient population; RDD selects a more
homogenuous sub-population for randomization

I cytostatic agent; clinical outcome is tumor growth
inhibition, sensitive subpopulation

I If the treatment is effective in only a subpopulation, then
the RDD can have higher power than a 2-arm
randomized trial (Freidlin and Simon, 2005 JCO), with
carefully chosen parameters.
Fedorov and Liu, 2005) find some advantage over up
front randomization.
Capra (2004 Controlled Clinical Trials): time to event
endpoint, RDD has lower power than up front
randomization.

Recent phase II trials with RDD:
Stadler et al. (2006 JCO); Ratain et al. (2006 JCO); Chiron,
Dula & Gram (1996, Epilepsy Research)
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Decision Problem

Actions: Need to chose sample size and decision times
d = (N,T1,T2).

I T1 is too large → no patients randomized
I T1 is too early → no selection.

Unlikely to show a significant effect.

Special case:

I T1 = 0: traditional randomized design
I N = 0: do not launch

Probability model: p(x | φ) for tumor growth, and
prior p(φ) for parameters φ. → see later.

Utility function: For assumed future data x, hypothetical true
parameters φ and decisions d , describe relative preferences

u(d ,φ, x)

→ see later for details
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Optimal Design

Optimal design: optimize utility

d∗ = arg max
d

∫

u(d ,φ, x)

dp(x | φ) dp(φ)

i.e., maximize expected utility
U(d) =

∫
u(d ,φ, x) dp(x | φ) dp(φ)
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Tumor Growth Model

Tumor size: xt tumor volume at time t

Gompertz function: characterized by

dxt

dt
= axt − bxt log(xt)

with initial condition x0.
Growth curve: implicitely defines

xt = exp
[
φ+ (log(x0)− φ) e−bt

]
with φ = a/b.
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Adding noise
With noise: accept Gompertz growth model as approximation, and

allow for deviation by adding Brownian motion to the d.e.

dxt = [axt − bxt log(xt)] dt + σxtdWt

Brownian motion Wt (Ferrante et al., 2000)

parameters φ = (a, b, σ)
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Population Model and Treatment Effect

Population model: patient-specific growth parameters (ai , bi , σi )

Treatment effect: growth

{
with treatment (ai1, bi1, σi )

without treatment (ai0, bi0, σi ).
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Successful treatment: permanent improvement,

E (xi ,t+s | xit , ai0, bi0, σi ) > E (xi ,t+s | xit , ai1, bi1, σi )

for all i , xt and s ⇔ ai1 < ai0 and bi0 = bi1 ≡ bi .

Treatment effect: ai1 6= ai0, or equivalently

ψi =

(
ai0 − σ2

i /2

bi
−

ai1 − σ2
i /2

bi

)
6= 0
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Random effects distribution & prior

Sampling model: Gompertz growth curve with noise

Random effects distribution: (independent) lognormal random
effects distributions

Prior: conjugate normal/gamma priors
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Utility function

Utility function:

Cost: sampling cost (for 1st and 2nd stage),

+
Payoff: (huge) reward for significant test at time T2.
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Sampling Cost: c1 = recruitment cost in first stage,
c2 = recruitment cost in 2nd stage, and c3 = cost per time
step

C (d ,φ, x) = c1N + c2n + c3(T1N + T2n)

Payoff: payoff for significant outcome at T2

v(d ,φ, x) = I (Rd(x) ∈ Sd) E [log(1 + ψ+) | x]

With, for example

I Rd(y) ≡ Fisher exact test for independene of stable
disease and treatment.

I Sd : level α = 0.05 significance cutoff for Rd
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Utility: cost plus payoff

u(d ,φ, x) = −C (d ,φ, x) + v(d ,φ, x)

Expected utility: φ and x are unknown at time of decision.

U(d) =

∫
u(d ,φ, x) dp(x | φ) dp(φ)

Marginalize w.r.t. all unknowns (and condition on known
data).
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Computing expected utility

Expected utility: Monte Carlo integration to find U(d).

I 3-dimensional d = (N,T1,T2)
I separate MC simualtion φm ∼ p(φ) and xm ∼ p(x | φm)

and

U(d) =

∫
u(d ,φ, x) dp(φ, x)

≈ 1

M

M∑
m=1

u(d ,φm, xm)

to approximate U(d) for each d is wasteful
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Expected utility by smoothing: instead of repeated MC

I simulate one trial realization (φ, x) for each d ,

I compute u = u(d ,φ, x),
I fit smooth response surface to the pairs (d , (φ, x)).
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Hyperparameters

I Hyperparameters index the random effects distribution

I The prior on treatment effects is a trinary mixture
corresponding to control, effective and detrimental treatment.
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Optimal design

Optimal design: d? = (N = 75,T1 = 64,T3 = 90)

Expected utility:
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Expected utility against N, T1 and T2.
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Summary

Enrichment design: RDD focuses on homogenuous subpopulation

Increased power: can have increased prob of recjection compared
to 2-arm randomized design

Sensitivity: Highly sensitive w.r.t. (subjective) prior (tumor growth
rates, prob of efficacy etc.) and utility parameters.

Conclusion: Useful for early identification of not promising agents;
but no useful conclusion of a significant outcome.

Assumptions: treatment does not cure disease in stage 1; no
carry-over effect between stage 1 and 2.
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